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Howard and Smith: Preschool To Pros
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We all know that children can be naïve. When you're young you don't see any limitations and you believe you can

accomplish anything. You talk to your best friend about how you'll play together in the NBA, winning Slam Dunk

contests, and living the good life. 

But how often does that dream become a reality? With thirty teams holding fifteen players a piece, there are just

450 roster spots available which is why the chances of making it to the NBA are very slim. So how do two

friends from Atlanta end up getting drafted in the first round out of high school and rise to stardom? 

It all started twenty years ago when Dwight Howard and Josh Smith would get dropped off at the same Atlanta

preschool every day. We always hear about how close players are with one another but few friendships go as far

back as this one. Both players joke that they've been balling together since they were in diapers. The two

remained friends as they completed grade after grade and started growing into the physical specimens we see

today.

"Growing up together we always talked about going to the NBA and becoming the best players to ever play the

game of basketball. Looking back on day one and now is crazy," Howard told HOOPSWORLD.

"[Going to the NBA] was in our minds but at the time, it was just about playing around. You see how goofy he is.

We were just joking a lot, playing with each other," adds Smith.

If you watch the Orlando Magic and Atlanta Hawks play today, you'll notice that Howard and Smith always

know where the other is on the court. They are fierce competitors and often play some of their best games against

each other. This friendly competition started when the two were eleven years old.

"Believe it or not, Dwight was a point guard. When we were like 11 or 12, he was a point guard. He ran point for

his team," says Smith repeatedly, laughing harder each time.

The two loved going head to head but they had their most fun when they were able to join forces.

The first time I saw Howard and Smith was during their AAU days with the Atlanta Celtics. They were headed to

Disney's Wide World of Sports for a tournament. The Tampa Bay Buccaneers training camp had just kicked off

so the complex was packed. Everyone had their eyes on Howard and Smith, not because they were high-profile

celebrities but because they towered over their competition, two men among boys. 

This may seem unfair until you consider that both Howard and Smith were actually at a disadvantage because they

were playing up an age group. While the other players marveled at the duo's height and athleticism, the sixteen

year olds were amazed by their opposition's facial hair. Smith said they would point out certain players and think,

"Man, he's 30! He's got a mustache!"

The team was lead by Howard and Smith but also featured Randolph Morris, who would go onto star at the

University of Kentucky before joining the Hawks last season. The trio was called "The Three Musketeers" and
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was virtually unstoppable. During the 2003 Adidas Big Time tournament that featured other future NBA players

such as Greg Oden, J.R. Smith, Al Horford, Shaun Livingston, Marvin Williams, and Rodney Stuckey, the Celtics

broke records left and right led by Howard and Smith, who would share the tournament's Outstanding Player

award. 

After starring together on the Celtics, both Howard and Smith went on to put up ridiculous numbers during their

senior years in high school. Smith averaged 25.8 points, 7.4 rebounds, 6.0 blocks and 3.0 steals. He was a

Naismith Award Finalist but was beat out by Howard and his 25.0 points, 18.0 rebounds and 8.0 blocks per

game.

As the NBA Draft approached, both players decided to skip college and make the leap directly to the pros, as if

their story wasn't already unbelievable enough. Howard would be selected first overall by Orlando and Smith was

picked seventeenth overall by Atlanta.

While the Magic received some criticism for picking a high school project over the proven Emeka Okafor, that

wasn't what bothered Howard on draft night. "I just remember sitting in that draft room and one of the guys was

saying that [Josh was] going to be the biggest bust ever and I kind of got upset about it," says Howard. "I was

like, 'I know my homeboy can play basketball.' Seeing him grow from that moment to the player he is today

means a lot to me."

Fast forward five and a half years and both players have become household names, have  won a Slam Dunk

contest, and  they've blocked a combined 2,072 shots. Now, as Atlanta and Orlando fight for the Southeast

division crown and a top seed in the East, their sparring will be more important than ever. 

With nine minutes remaining in the fourth quarter on Saturday, Smith and Howard both tried to run down a

rebound. They each got their arms around the ball and after some wrestling, Howard ripped the ball out of Smith's

hands. While the play looked pretty intense, they shot each other a grin as they made their way down the court.

Smith maintains that he is the better dunker of the two but Howard is quick to counter that he gets the nod when it

comes to shot blocking. After all of these years, they're still just two friends trying to outdo each other.

As the All-Star reserves were being chosen last week, Dwight did some last minute campaigning for his friend. He

talked Josh up and was excited at the thought of playing with his former teammate once again. While Smith was

left off of the All-Star team, he didn't rule out the possibility of reuniting with Howard later in their careers. "It

would be nice [to reunite with Howard at some point]. I'd definitely play with him again. It's good to talk about

but it's probably a hard task to accomplish," he said. 

Crazier things have happened.
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Also On HOOPSWORLD Today:

Have you checked out the new HOOPSWORLD Message Board? Be among the first to log a 1000
posts and get a free HOOPSWORLD T-shirt.

Eric Pincus takes an in-depth look at the circumstances surrounding luxury tax and how that
pertains to the 2010 trade deadline.

The trade deadline is only a few weeks away and HOOPSWORLD took a look at players from each
conference that better pack their bags because they might get dealt. Alex Raskin looks at the
Eastern Conference and Preetom Bhattacharya looks at the West.

Tommy Beer discusses the New York Knicks and how they aren't 100% focused on free agency -
they have some nice young talent of their own.

Are you ready for All-Star Weekend? Check out HOOPSWORLD's All-Star section, with the very
latest news on each days events and special video segments.

About the Author: ALEX KENNEDY

Alex Kennedy covers the NBA and the Orlando Magic for HOOPSWORLD.
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posted By sonny, 1 February 2010 7:46:46 AM

I love to see Dw ight and Josh play for a same team. That frontcourt w ill be one of the best. More Defense for the both man.

posted By flap, 1 February 2010 8:34:26 AM

yeah..they w ill block everything!!
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